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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis was to make recommendations about the maintenance of borehole wells equipped with hand pumps. The recommendations were made for Kaloko, Zambia, which is the project region of Dry
Sanitation Improvement Program for Zambia. The thesis was commissioned by Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland. The recommendations were made based on a literature review and a condition survey of
borehole wells.
In the survey of borehole wells, community members were interviewed in
order to find out the condition and technical details of the borehole wells.
The information of the current state of the borehole wells is entirely based
on oral information as there was no register of the borehole wells. Maintenance options and factors affecting successful maintenance of borehole
wells equipped with hand pumps were studied through the literature review.
For successful maintenance, the community should be involved in all
stages of the construction of the borehole well; financing, planning, constructing and managing. Successful financing and maintenance training
and the commitment of the community to regular maintenance are key factors of successful maintenance. The recommendations made are general,
so the functionality of the recommendations should properly be evaluated
developing new, innovative methods for the maintenance of borehole
wells equipped with hand pumps in developing countries.
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Sambiassa

TIIVISTELMÄ
Opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena oli tehdä suositukset käsipumpullisten porakaivojen kunnossapitoon Käymäläseura Huussi ry:n Sambian kuivasanitaation kehittämishankkeen projektialueelle Kalokoon, Sambiaan.
Suositukset tehtiin kirjallisuuslähteiden ja käsipumpullisten porakaivojen
kuntokartoituksen perusteella.
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innovatiivisia keinoja käsipumpullisten porakaivojen kunnossapitoon kehitysmaissa.
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INTRODUCTION
Access to safe drinking water is a basic human right and essential for
achieving gender equality, sustainable development and poverty reduction.
There are at least 1,1 billion people all over the world without safe drinking water. Every year 12 million people die from lack of safe drinking water, including more than 3 million who die of waterborne diseases. Many
of these people live in rural area. According to the guidelines of World
Health Organization (WHO) every person should have about 50 litres of
water for their daily use, but in developing countries people get hardly 20
litres. Without safe water near homesteads, the health and livelihoods of
families can be severely affected; children’s education suffers as the daily
tasks of survival take precedence over all other concerns. Water for daily
use should be available easily. Nowadays people get water from long distances. African women have to spend even 4 to 5 hours per day to get the
water. (WHO 2010.)
Borehole wells can be an answer for the demand of rural water supply.
Many operators have invested in rural water supply in the name of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) but a large amount of Africa’s water
supply infrastructure has failed for a simple and avoidable reason: lack of
maintenance. The operation and maintenance of borehole wells equipped
with hand pumps have been nonexistent in many places. The sustainable
water point needs to address the issues of who will maintain it, where the
money and skills to do it come from. (Skinner 2009.)
This thesis was commissioned by project manager Sari Huuhtanen through
Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland (GDTF). GDTF has a project in
a rural area in Zambia. During the project improvement of water supply
has been started by boring new wells to the project area. The purpose of
the thesis is to give recommendations for the maintenance of borehole
wells equipped with hand pumps so that local people could benefit the
most from the new borehole wells. This thesis was also made because the
aim was to ensure that the mistakes which the previous constructers have
made can be avoided. The mistakes are the reason for the malfunctioning
of borehole wells.

1.1

Aim of the thesis
This thesis concentrates on the maintenance of the borehole well equipped
with a hand pump type of India Mark II. The aim of the thesis is to make
recommendations about operation and maintenance of hand pump type India Mark II based on literature and a survey. For the thesis, a survey was
made on the conditions of the borehole wells in Dry Sanitation Improvement Program for Zambia (ZASP) catchment in autumn 2009.
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1.2

Methods
A literature review was made to gather the experiences of the maintenance
of a borehole well equipped with a hand pump in practice. In addition, the
roles of community and financing in successful maintenance were studied.
Interviews with local community members and a condition study were
also utilized for gaining an overall understanding of the current state of
borehole maintenance.
The survey and interviews were made between 11th August and 21st September 2009 in ZASP project area. In the study, different communities
were visited. The interviews were made in group discussions or personal
interviews. The size of the group was depended on how many people were
present at the site during the visit.
The questions used in the interviews are in Appendix 1. The questions are
general because only the basic information of borehole wells and maintenance was of interest. The condition of borehole wells was defined only
by superficial routine and on the grounds of interviews because there was
not enough time or tools to dissemble a borehole well to see why it did not
work. The information about user count, water quality and technical information are based solely on the interviews because no register of the
wells existed. The count of households and population in the communities
is based on information from Environmental Health Officer, Mr Osman
Matabishi.
In Chisapa, the borehole well of Salvation Army Church was not visited
due to wrong information about the number of borehole wells. Kamabaya
was not visited either due to the lack of time and transport. In Luesanga,
there were no borehole wells. Water quality tests were not included in the
study. Further on in the thesis, borehole wells equipped with hand pumps
type of India Mark II are simply referred to as borehole wells and no other
type of wells will be discussed.
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GLOBAL DRY TOILET ASSOCIATION OF FINLAND
Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland (GDTF) was founded in 2002. It
is a registered, politically independent association. GDTF aims to protect
Finland's and the world's water resources and to improve the implementation of the natural nutritional cycle by promoting dry toilets and ecological
sanitation. The aim is also to make dry toilets an essential part of sustainable development. To reach these goals, GDTF will teach, collect and distribute information about dry toilets, develop dry toilet technology, promote dry toilet users and organise exhibitions and conferences. GDTF has
development projects in two developing countries, Zambia and Swaziland.
(Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland 2009.)

2.1

Dry Sanitation Improvement Program for Zambia
Dry Sanitation Improvement Program for Zambia (ZASP) started in spring
2006. The aim of ZASP is to improve the weak condition of sanitation, increase welfare of the people and knowledge of hygiene. During the project, people will be provided with education about hygiene and dry toilet
issues, and both dry toilets and water boreholes will be constructed in Kaloko. The first phase of the project extended over three years 2006−2008.
During the first phase dry toilets was constructed, hygiene education was
given and dry toilet clubs were formed. During the second phase
(2009−2011) approximate twelve borehole wells are being constructed and
water committees formed. The project region, Kaloko, is situated in Copperbelt Province, Masaiti District, about 70 kilometres from Ndola. Kaloko has a surface area about 260 km2. There are 11 villages and population is about 10 000. (Global Dry Toilet Association of Finland 2009.) The
location of the project area can be seen in Figure 1 and the map of Kaloko
region can be seen in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1

Map of Zambia and location of project area (not in scale) (African Tours
2009).
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2.1.1

Kaloko Trust
GDTF has a local partner in the project area. The partner, Kaloko Trust
Zambia (KTZ), is a UK based charity organisation established in 1995.
KTZ works to reduce poverty and improve livelihoods in rural communities in Zambia by helping to develop local agriculture and income production through self-help projects and by encouraging the environmentally
sustainable use of natural resources. KTZ also works for education and
promotes healthcare in rural communities through improving access to
schools, health clinics and clean drinking water. KTZ is working in the
same area as the ZASP project with 11 local communities. (Kaloko Trust
UK 2009a.) During the past six years, KTZ has decreased activity in this
area as it has only a few projects and workers in Kaloko at the moment.
KTZ have planned to construct ten new boreholes to Kaloko in 2010. The
target communities will contribute the water project in kind, providing
materials and labour. KTZ will train the community-elected committee
and equip to manage, maintain and repair the improved water point to ensure a continuing safe water supply. (Kaloko Trust UK 2009b.)

FIGURE 2

Map of Kaloko region (not in scale) (Kaloko Trust UK 2010).
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WATER
The majority of the world’s water resources, 97 percent, are in seas. Only
three percent is fresh water, of which most is in icecaps. About 30 percent
of fresh water is groundwater and only 0,26 percent of all fresh water is in
lakes and rivers. (Rankila 2005.) Water is in continuous circular motion
between seas, the atmosphere and continents on the earth. Evaporating water into the air condenses into rain in the air in suitable conditions. Part of
the rain refrains to flora, the rest falls to the ground, waterways or icecaps.
Water from the surface is absorbed to the ground or flows by surface flowing or evaporates again. The quality of groundwater is better than the surface water but in many areas, surface water is the only source of drinking
water and might be polluted in some areas. None of the water sources can
ever be entirely free from water contaminants.
There are several types of water sources which can be used in developing
countries, such as wells, ponds, rivers, springs, rainwater or groundwater.
Those can be used for different purposes but they may not be operational
all year. Some water sources are more reliable, appropriate, or provide water that tastes better. (Bredero & Brikké 2003, 20.)
Groundwater is the only realistic water supply option for meeting the scattered rural demand. The characteristics of groundwater make it good because groundwater resources are generally resistant to drought and can
usually be found close to the area of demand. Groundwater has generally
excellent natural quality and requires no special treatment. It can be accessed cheaply, its utilization technology is often applicable for community level maintenance and it is naturally protected from contamination.
Other water sources can be unreliable and difficult or expensive to develop. For example, surface water is vulnerable to contamination, seasonal
and has to be piped close to users. In addition, rainwater harvesting is expensive and requires a good rainfall year. (MacDonald n.d.) Groundwater
can be utilized, for example, by dug wells and drilled wells (Bredero, etc.
2003, 20). Groundwater might have inherent chemical problems, like iron,
fluoride, and arsenic. Those problems can be found only by tests and have
serious long-term effects on health (Coates, Parry-Jones & Reed 2007,
113).
Surface water refers to water existing in lakes, rivers and streams. Rivers
and lakes are used for fishing, power generation and waste disposal and
domestic, industrial and agricultural uses. (Coates, etc 2007, 113.) Surface
water is sensitive to contamination; it contains most of the bacteria and
other micro-organisms, and other harmful matters from the ground. Surface water can be intaken by protected side intake and river-bottom intake
(Bredero, etc. 2003, 20).
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3.1

Water in Africa
Africa has many large water sources, such as the rivers Congo, Nile, Zambezi and Niger. However, Africa is the second driest continent in the
world after Australia. (WWF 2002.) Africa’s water resources are dispersed
throughout the continent. Therefore some areas receive more than enough
water whereas others suffer from continuing drought. This is the reason
why water resources in Africa are sensitive to natural disasters in different
ways. (The Environment, A Global Challenge, 1999.) Approximately 75
percent of Africans get drinking water mainly from ground water (Nduru
2007.), however, there are serious concerns about the quality of the
groundwater.
The main reason of Africa’s water problem is, perhaps, that the continent
cannot effectively benefit its resources. Africa and its people have a lack
of technology and financial resources needed to access their water supplies. (The Environment, A Global Challenge, 1999.) Demand for fresh
water is constantly increasing because of increased population and economic growth. In future, equal, safe and sustainable use of water resources
will be needed. Due to water scarcity, both private and public resources
are needed for efficient management and development of water sources.
(Hostikka 1998.) Most of the water spent in human use in Africa is used
for irrigation (WWF 2002).

3.1.1

Groundwater and surface water in Zambia
Groundwater is evenly distributed throughout Zambia. The quality of
groundwater is generally adequate and it is the main source of supply for
the rural communities. Groundwater for rural communities is mainly utilized by borehole wells. Generally speaking, the groundwater resource
available with an annual renewable rate of 160 000 million m3 is hardly
used. (Amu, Assefaw, Mugoya & Pitamber 2006, 3.)
Zambia has plenty of surface water, with an annual renewable resource of
about 100 000 km3 per year. The country has an estimated groundwater
potential of 49 600 km3 per year. Zambia is not threatened by water scarcity, but there are strong seasonal variations across the country. Surface
water is unevenly distributed, with high runoff and high density rivers in
the North. In the south there are a few large rivers. Annual rainfall varies
from 1400 mm in the North to 700 mm in the South. In Zambia there are
five river basins: Zambezi, Kafue, Luangwa, Chambeshi/ Luapula and
Tanganyika. In addition to the rivers, there are large natural lakes, such as
Bangweulu and Mweru-Wa-Ntipa. (Amu, etc. 2006, 2.)
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4.1

BOREHOLE AND HAND PUMP

Borehole
Drilled wells, such as boreholes, give an access to the aquifers. Diameters
of boreholes vary between 100–250 mm for the casing. (Bredero, etc.
2003, 32.) Boreholes are approximately from 60 to 70 metres deep, but
they can also be shallower, for instance with a depth of 30 metres. The
deepest boreholes can be over 100 metres deep. (Hatva, Lapinlampi, Vienonen, 2008, 73.) Boreholes can be constructed by machine or handoperated equipment. Boreholes usually consist of three main parts: a concrete apron, a lining and a slotted pipe. A concrete apron prevents surface
water from flowing down the sides of the well, provides a strong standing,
and directs lost water away from the well via drainage channel. A lining
below the ground prevents collapsing, especially in unconsolidated strata.
The lining is made of common pipe materials, PVC or sometimes galvanized iron. A slotted pipe below the water level allows groundwater to enter the well. The yield of a borehole varies between less than 0.3 litres/ s
and more than 10 litres/ s. The expected operational life of the borehole is
more than 25 years. (Bredero etc. 2003, 32−33.)
The maintenance activities for a borehole are daily cleaning of the apron,
occasional cleaning of the drain and annual repairing of the apron. If the
borehole has to be rehabilitated, a specialist company will be needed. The
techniques for rehabilitation are forcing air, pumping water into the hole,
brushing, and treating with chemicals. A local water committee or agency,
which is responsible for the well, is needed to deal with upkeep issues,
controlling or supervising water use, preventing water contamination or
well collapsing, carrying out maintenance activities, collecting fees and
monitoring the water quality. (Bredero etc. 2003, 33−34.)

4.2

Hand pump
Over the last three decades, hand pumps have been an increasingly high
profile option to provide drinking water to rural populations in developing
countries. The main players in the sector have been World Bank and
UNICEF. The hand pump is the best community option based on the following set of arguments: low cost, economical, easy to maintain, an appropriate technology, readily available, easy to install, user friendly and
efficient. Many of these arguments may be valid but the reality is that in
Africa many hand pumps have fallen into disrepair soon after installation.
(Parry-Jones, Reed & Skinner 2001, 1.)
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4.2.1

India Mark II
India Mark II deep-well piston hand pump has been used since 1977. It
has been developed by UNICEF’s contribution. (Shree S.K. industries
2008.) The hand pump consist of the ground mechanisms including the
pumphead, handle, water tank and pumpstand. The underground mechanisms include riser pipes, connecting rods and the cylinder. The mechanism of India Mark II hand pump is actualized by chain mechanism adding to the pumping rod. India Mark II deep-well hand pump is designed to
draw water from the deeper aquifers up to 50 metres of 100/150 millimetres diameter bore wells. (Meera & Ceiko 2010.)

4.2.1.1 Deep-well piston hand pump
In a deep-well piston hand pump, the piston is placed in a cylinder behind
the water level, which is normally from 15 to 45 metres below the ground
level. Depths of up to 100 metres are also possible. (Bredero etc. 2003, 55)
The structure of deep-well piston hand pump can be seen in Figure 3.
The pumping motion by the user at the pumpstand is moved to the piston
by a series of connected pumping rods inside the riser pipe. This can be
done by adults and even children. On the down-stroke of handle, the piston lifts water into the riser pipe and replacement water is drawn in to the
cylinder through a foot valve. On the up-stroke, the foot valve closes, and
water passes the piston and is lifted on the next up-stroke. The pumping
height is limited only by the effort needed to lift the water to the ground.
Nowadays, most pump cylinders have an open top because that allows the
piston and foot valve to be removed through the riser pipe for servicing
and repairs. The pumping rods have special connectors, which allow them
to be assembled or dissembled with simple tools (Figure 5). The connecting joints incorporate pump rod centralizers that prevent wear of the riser
pipe. Improved models can be maintained at village level to achieve a
large extent. Useful life of deep-well piston hand pump is 6−12 years.
Yielding is 0,25−0,36 litres/ s at 25 metres and 0,18−0,28 litres/s at 45 metres depth. Deep-well piston hand pumps are useful in rural and lowincome suburb areas where the groundwater tables are within 100 metres
but rather within 45 metres from the surface ground. (Bredero etc. 2003,
55−56.)
Preventive maintenance normally includes checking that the pump is functioning, such as cleaning the pump and pump site daily. Every week the
pump should be greased and once a month all parts of the pumpstand
should be checked. Small repairs consist of replacing bearings, seals and
washers and straightening bent pumping rods. Once a year, the entire
pump should be dissembled for a check, the parts cleaned with clean water
and the pumpstand repaired by concrete. Pump rods that show bad corrosion have to be replaced. A galvanized steel pump rod needs to be replaced every five or six years under normal conditions. Riser pipes made
of galvanized iron should be removed and checked and pipes that show
bad corrosion have to be replaced. Major repairs include replacing the pis8
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ton, foot valve, cylinder (Figure 4), pump rods, rising main, and pump
handle. (Bredero etc. 2003, 56.)
With open-top cylinder pumps, all preventive maintenance activities can
normally be carried out by the caretaker for the community. With closedtop cylinder pumps, special lifting equipment may be needed to pull up the
riser pipes and cylinder, so that pump parts down in the drilled well can be
maintained. To maintain the deep-well piston hand pump in good condition, communities will have to organize themselves, for example, by appointing a pump caretaker or by coordinating maintenance activities
through a water committee. (Bredero etc. 2003, 56.)
The most common repair with a deep-well piston hand pump is replacing
the seals. Other potential problems, which have occurred, are that the
pump rods tend to break caused by abuse of handle; especially children
tend to use the handle incorrectly. Corrosion is a problem too, where the
groundwater is aggressive. It can affect the pump rods if the rods are not
made of stainless steel. Groundwater can also affect the riser pipes if not
galvanized iron, the cylinder, the housing for the pump head bearing, and
other pump stand parts. Also handles tend to become feeble or broken because of worn-out bearings. (Bredero etc. 2003, 57.)

FIGURE 3

Structure of deep-well piston hand pump (Shree S.K. industries 2008).
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FIGURE 4

Piston, cylinder and foot valve

FIGURE 5

Special tools for maintenance
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SUSTAINABLE BOREHOLE WELL AND HAND PUMP
The sustainable borehole well and hand pump project consists of six key
factors; the community, the aquifer, the well, the maintenance system, the
pump, and finance. These key factors only give a direction how to create a
sustainable project. One of the most common reasons for the project to
fail, or not achieve the benefits, is that people revert to use their traditional
sources, or soon continue to use them when the pump breaks down.
(Parry-Jones, etc. 2001, 9, 18.) Hand pumps are more demanding than traditional wells because the pumps need people to keep the surroundings
clean, report and repair failures (Coates, etc. 2007, 120). The following
concentrates on the role of community, maintenance and finance because
these factors are essential in achieving a sustainable hand pump.

5.1

Community
Community participation is vital to all water and sanitation projects. It is
important that communities are involved in all stages, from the planning
through to the building and managing, so that long term solutions can be
found suited to their own needs, interests and resources. All members of
the community should be involved in the project. There will be men,
women and children, leaders and people with different levels of prosperity
and different religions and ages. The leaders have an important role getting people to participate. However, the challenge of any project is to
make sure that all community members are involved, particularly the
poorest, so that everyone benefits equally. (WaterAid 2010a.)
Communities are responsible for the regular maintenance and servicing of
their water facilities, which means they are independent and only call out
engineers if they have serious problems. The community receives training
from the project so that they are equipped to run their projects. The community should organise themselves through, for example, a water committee by selecting individuals to manage the maintenance of the borehole
well and collection of water fees. Inside of the water committee there
should be designated roles, such as chair, caretaker and treasurer. The
treasurer is responsible for collecting water fees from each household to
cover the maintenance and spare parts. The caretaker will be given training in basic maintenance. (WaterAid 2010b.) Water committees also ensure that fee rates, spare parts, mechanical costs and appropriate maintenance are kept at a suitable level (WaterAid 2010a).

5.1.1

Gender
Water supply should be democratic, obvious and represent the needs of the
people, especially women, who are the primary users and collectors of the
water (UN, Department of Social and Economic Affairs 2005, 11).
Women are half of the community and they are key participants in suc11
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cessful projects. Involving women has also a positive impact on their position in the community. (WaterAid 2010a.) Women’s status in managing
domestic water supplies is one of the clearest areas of infrastructure having a gender impact. Water is not used only for drinking, but also for food
prepairing, care of domestic animals, personal hygiene, cleaning and
washing, which are women’s tasks in many cultures. (Coates, etc. 2007,
6.)
Women’s and men’s needs should be considered together so that social
strengths and weaknesses can complement each other and reasonable,
long-lasting solutions can be reached (Coates, etc. 2007, 23, 120). Women
and men need access to information about technology, design and financing, as well as the ability to participate effectively in decision making
(UN, Department of Social and Economic Affairs 2005, 11). The role of
women in the construction and maintenance of water and sanitation facilities varies from fundraising to active work on construction, preventive
maintenance and repairs, to paying for water with work. Thus, even where
women have been trained as pump mechanics or caretakers, they are usually expected to begin this work voluntarily as for men get paid for the
same job. Many African countries now have positive policies towards
women’s participation in the maintenance of the water well. Nevertheless,
while the woman is an official member of the water committee, the husband might undertake all the duties. The solution is that the communities
are allowed to build on their own judgements of roles and responsibilities,
and women are given the opportunity to reach technical and facilitation
skills. (Parry-Jones etc. 2001, 19.)
5.2

Culture
There is a great variety of sanitation cultures around Africa. The habits
differ from country to country and from one occupational group to another. There are several factors affecting the attitudes towards sanitation,
for example, psychological factors, religion, gender related factors, economical factors, as well as social and institutional factors. (Huuhtanen &
Koivisto 2006.) Culture affects attitudes towards maintenance issues, such
as willingness to contribute to maintenance and activity to do regular
maintaining.

5.3

Maintenance
Preventive maintenance is an essential factor of sustainable hand pumps,
yet it has failed in many projects. Local people often see maintenance unnecessesary or troublesome. Insuffient training can also be a reason. However, what is obvious is that the working life of the hand pump can be
dramatically shortened if the maintenance is not done at all. (Parry-Jones,
etc. 2001, 36.)
Preventive maintenance is the responsibility of the community members
themselves (Parry-Jones, etc. 2001, 15). It is important that communities
12
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feel ownership of their water and sanitation project and are given help in
the necessary operation and maintenance systems so that the project succeeds instead of falling into disrepair (WaterAid 2010b). Regular maintenance decreases problems, which affects massive cost of repairs. In order
that preventive maintenance can be done, quality spare parts have to be
available (Parry-Jones, etc. 2001, 15-16). Cleaning the pumpstand does
not require special skills but checking the pump regularly and doing small
repairs already require basic skills, so all caretakers must be trained. In
addition to caretakers, users, especially children, should be trained
(Bredero etc. 2003, 57.) Training and re-training are important components which need to be offered before, during and after the project. For instance, Lifewater International has a hand pump repair program, where
they send technicians into communities to repair hand pumps and train
water committees to perform routine maintenance, which helps to keep
their hand pumps functioning. In this way, Lifewater's program provides
the tools and know-how for locals to rehabilitate and repair broken pumps,
while involving the community in taking ownership of the water supply.
They offer training on four day training courses providing a basic background and practises of hand pump repair. The courses are practical and
students practice repairing broken hand pumps. (Lifewater International
2010.)
One of the major reasons that hand pumps do not get maintenance seems
to be that people often continue using traditional sources in the case of a
breakdown. This should be an indicator of poor levels of understanding of
the connection between dirty water and diseases. Therefore it is important
that hygienic education is closely linked to training about use and maintenance of the hand pump. (Parry-Jones, etc. 2001, 23.)
5.4

Financing
It is highly necessary for a community to understand the importance of
contribution for the water that is used. The method of contribution will
vary according to the type of system and the nature of the users. This requires honesty and loyalty from both treasurer and user. A monthly charge
per household is easy to collect. All accounts should be managed by some
person who is respected in the community and should regularly be available for public scrutiny. The community has to decide the method, or
combination of methods, it will use to build up funds for future maintenance. (WaterAid 2010c.)
It can be assumed that communities will be unwilling to pay the cost of
maintenance of their hand pump, therefore it is important to train how to
organise the financial side of maintenance. It has been shown that the
communities only collect the money when a breakdown actually happens.
The investment costs of hand pump projects are generally financed by donors and governments, since communities or individuals cannot afford the
full costs of a hand pump. Rural communities with little access to cash
should be asked to make an upfront contribution to a hand pump to show
that they have the financial capacity to operate and maintain the hand
13
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pump. The real costs of maintaining a hand pump are hard to estimate and
water committees are only instructed to collect water fees. So, it is also
important to give some idea of what the real costs of maintenance would
be. (Parry-Jones, etc. 2001, 20, 36.) The project should give an opportunity to the community to decide how much they can afford and how much
each household should contribute.
For instance, the government of Finland has been supporting a rural water
supply and environmental programme in Amhara region, Ethiopia, since
1994. A pioneering, operational Community Development Fund (CDF) is
used as a funding mechanism to support the construction and maintenance
of community water points. CDF has been funded through micro-finance
institutions. Before the construction of the water point the water committees of communities open two bank accounts – a savings account for depositing initial community contributions for operation and maintenance
and for accumulating future water fees, and another account for CDF, for
withdrawal the external CDF funding for the construction of the water
point. The CDF account is closed when the construction and a retention
period are over. The savings account continues to fund operation and
maintenance costs. Communities are required to fund 15 percent of the
capital costs of projects including all the operation and maintenance costs.
Communities are expected to report almost daily on construction progress
and whenever a payment is made from the bank account. Experiences of
CDF have shown that communities must be and are totally responsible for
the funds reserved to them for the construction of water points. Communities have applied their own similar mechanisms to support poorer members by setting different contribution rates. (Thomson 2007, 16–17.) In
addition of Amhara region, Ethiopia, this mechanism has been accustomed
in Waterfinns’ project in Mtwara, Tanzania. There the village has to have
a certain sum of water fund before the water project starts in the village
and Tanzania's water policy also requires the financial participation of the
village in the investment costs by 2,5 percent share. (Rinta 2008.) In addition to Ethiopia positive results have been achieved in Nepal and Kenya
using CDF mechanism (Inkinen 2009).
Another similar financial mechanism is the Community Driven Development (CDD). CDD is an approach that supports voluntary participation in
decision making, local capacity building and community control of resources. The five key factors of this approach are community empowerment, local government empowerment, realigning the centre, accountability and transparency, and learning by doing. With these factors, a sustainable and wide-range effect can be created by mobilizing communities and
giving them the tools to become the agents of their own development.
CDD programs are usually financed through Social Funds. Social Funds
finance directly small communities and allow poor people to become actively involved in the development of their communities. With social fund
financing and technical assistance, communities identify their own development priorities, hire contractors, manage project funds, and on completion of construction, manage and sustain the project. The World Bank recognizes that CDD approaches and actions are important elements of an ef14
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fective poverty reduction and sustainable development strategy. Over the
last decade, the World Bank has increasingly focused on lending to CDD
programs in order to reach local communities directly. (World Bank
2010a.) CDD has been accustomed in the Social Investment Fund for
Zambia (ZAMSIF). ZAMSIF started in 2000 and ended in 2005. There
were three main components that ZAMSIF worked on. The closest component of community work was Community Investment Fund (CIF). The
main purpose of CIF was to empower local communities through the finance of subprojects identified, implemented, managed, operated and
maintained by the communities. The main beneficiaries of the project
were poor communities in rural areas. Communities were expected to contribute 15 percent of the total subproject cost in cash or in kind. During the
ZAMSIF, the CIF component was found feasible but more attention
should be paid to better targeting of resources to help communities, reduce
corruption and the misuse of resources. This way more development assistance would reach the poor and increased transparency and accountability
would be achieved by working directly with the final beneficiaries. (World
Bank 2010b.)
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Study area
The functionality survey concentrated only on the borehole wells in ZASP
catchment. ZASP project is centred in the village of Kaloko, which is located in Luansobe-Luankuni environmental programme area in Masaiti
district on the Copperbelt province of Zambia. The 11 communities surrounding Kaloko that are involved in the project have approximately 10
000 inhabitants in the area of 260 square kilometres. The population of 11
communities can be seen in Figure 6 and the count of households of communities can be seen in Figure 7.
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According to the survey, people get their water from shallow wells, handdug deep-wells, streams, and dams in addition of borehole wells. Every
community will need more water wells. Borehole well is a better option to
get safe drinking water than other resources because there is no water in
the shallow wells and streams during the dry season and hand-dug deep
wells (Figure 8) collapse easily because they are often unprotected and
uncovered. In addition, the pathogens, which are hazardous to the human
health, easily get to the unprotected, uncovered shallow wells and deepwells during the rainy season.

FIGURE 8

6.2

Unprotected hand-dug deep-well in Kasamwa community in Kaloko region

Borehole wells
In general, borehole wells were in poor condition in the Kaloko region.
There were twenty-two borehole wells altogether. The number of borehole
wells in different communities can be seen in Figure 9. Half of the borehole wells were working. The main problem of non-working wells was the
deep-well hand pumps.
The depth of borehole wells varied between 18,5 and 70 metres. Aprons
were constructed of concrete and usually dimensions were 2,0 metres by
1,5 metres by 0,1 metres. Some aprons were a bit decayed and needed repairing. Some pumpstands were rusty from the outside. In general, borehole wells were situated near the users. Interviewees complained about the
taste and colour of the water caused by rusty pipes or natural characteristics of soil.
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Borehole wells
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FIGURE 9

Number of boreholes in communities in Kaloko region

Borehole wells in Kaloko Rural Health Centre, Kamabaya, Kantolo, Kandulwe, Kasamwa, Kwesha (Mwanza farm’s borehole well), Luampesa,
Luansobe, Lumombwe, and Mwaitwa had been constructed by Caritas
Zambia and The Justice and Solidarity Foundation of Italy (JSF) through
the Justice Solidarity for Poverty Reduction Fund in 2007−2008. (O.
Matabishi, interview 7.9.2009)
The model of the hand pumps was India Mark II. Major part of hand
pumps had been made by two different manufacturers; Span Pumps Pvt.
Ltd. and Meera & Ceiko Pumps Pvt (Figure 10).

FIGURE 10 Signs of manufacturers in hand pumps in Kandulwe and Kantolo communities in Kaloko region

During spring and summer 2009 water committees were formed by ZASP
project. The water committees were suborganisations of dry toilet clubs.
There were 3 to 11 members in the water committees. Some committees
had started to collect money for maintenance. Until now, there has not
been any kind of regular maintenance of borehole wells. There was only
one tool kit in the project area owned by the headmaster of Luansobe Upper Basic School.
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Collecting of the money for maintenance was not organized in communities. The members of different water committees had made suggestions on
a suitable payment to be collected from the beneficiary households; suggestions for the water fees varied between 10 000 and 50 000 ZMK (2009)
(Zambian kwacha, about between 5 to 10 Euros) per year. 300 ZMK
(2009) per month was also suggested.
6.2.1

Chisapa
There were two working borehole wells in the community of Chisapa. The
borehole wells were situated in the yards of Chisapa community school
(Figure 11) and Salvation Army church. The school’s borehole well was
constructed by Zambia-Japan cooperation, the Rural Water Supply Development, Ministry of Energy and Water Development, Department of Water Affairs in 1994. The church’s borehole well was constructed by Salvation Army in 2007. Interviewees did not know the depths of the borehole
wells. They estimated that 50 households benefit from the school’s borehole well. The school’s borehole well was in good condition considering
its age but water quality had never been tested. The rust affected water
quality. The well had been broken three times. The problems had been in
the piston pump and connecting rod. The nearest pit latrine was approximately 100 metres away from the well. In Chisapa, A Fund Raising Committee had been formed to organize the collection of money for different
projects, for example, to fund the maintenance of water points. (Chulu, D.,
Mweemba H. & Salini M., interview 15.9.2009.)

FIGURE 11 Chisapa school’s borehole well in Kaloko region
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6.2.2

Kaloko
There were three working borehole wells and one non-working borehole
well in Kaloko. All people living in Kaloko generally take water from the
borehole wells. (O. Matabishi, interview 7.9.2009.)

6.2.2.1 Kaloko Rural Health Centre
The borehole well of Kaloko Rural Health Centre worked. According to
Mr Matabishi (interview 7.9.2009) the borehole well was approximately
18.5 metres deep and water quality was good, but some rust had occurred
in the water. The nearest pit latrine was about 15 metres away from the
well.
6.2.2.2 Luansobe Upper Basic School
There were two borehole wells near Luansobe Upper Basic School. The
borehole wells were constructed in 1997 but hand pumps were installed in
2007. (O. Matabishi, interview 7.9.2009.) Before the installation of the
hand pumps, the water was pumped to the 6 000-litre tank by a dieselgenerator and solar energy. From the 6 000-litre tank the water was led to
two 3 000-litre tanks by gravity. From the tanks the water was lead to the
taps. This system did not work because of a lack of diesel and sparepads.
The borehole wells were 45 and 50 metres deep. The piston pumps were in
the depth of 30 metres. The diameters of the boreholes were 100 and 150
millimetres. (Smith 2003.)
6.2.2.3 Beacon farm
Beacon Farm’s borehole well was broken. The Borehole well was constructed in 1993–1994 and the hand pump was installed in 2007. It was
about 70 metres deep. About 50 households would get water if it worked.
The nearest pit latrine was about 50 metres away from the well. (J. Lewis,
interview 21.9.2009.) As can be seen in Figure 12, the environment of the
borehole well is not maintained and the pump assembly is rusty.
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FIGURE 12 Beacon farm borehole in Kaloko

6.2.3

Kamabaya and Kandulwe
According to Mrs R. Kalulu (interview 3.9.2009) Kamabaya’s borehole
well did not work. The people of the community got water mainly from
shallow wells of which there were approximately 62. The borehole was
situated on Mwabe farm. Rust affected the water quality. Mrs Kalulu also
said that the community members should be trained to maintain and use
the borehole. The members are also ready to pay a water fee and to maintain the water point.
The borehole well situated at Kandulwe School was broken. Students and
households got water from a traditional well. The borehole well was about
30 metres deep and 15 households got water from it. There had been some
rust in the water. (G. Machauwa, interview 13.8.2009.)

6.2.4

Kantolo and Kasamwa
The community people got water from Kantolo stream while the Chisha
farm borehole well was broken in Kantolo. The borehole well worked for
about a year from installation. The water quality had been good. Approximately 20 households would get water from the borehole well. The
borehole was not deep enough because there was not water in October.
There the apron was a bit decayed and there was no pit latrine near the
borehole. (B. Lubambo, interview 28.8.2009.)
According to a group discussion in Kasamwa (interview 12.8.2009), the
borehole well of Kasamwa had been broken since September 2008. No
one had tried to repair it or organize collection of money. It was 35 metres
deep and served 60 households. The nearest pit latrine was about 50 me21
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tres away. Nonexistent maintenance was the main reason for the current
condition of the borehole well. The community members were interested
in appropriate maintenance when the current borehole well was installed
but the project did not give any training of operation and maintenance.
During the group discussion, it came up that the water committee should
be trained for operation and maintenance and the committee would train
other members of the community. In addition, they thought that regular
maintenance is more expensive than maintenance only when the borehole
well breaks down. They also mentioned that the Zambian socialistic background greatly affected people’s attitudes. It was also said that it would be
better to install new hand pumps to existing boreholes than to start drilling
new holes.
6.2.5

Kwesha
There were altogether six borehole wells in Kwesha, of which five were
broken. Those five were constructed in 2004 funded by Zambian Social
Invest Fund (ZAMSIF). In the piggery of Kwesha a windmill and dieselengine were used to power a pump lifting the water to the tank. This system was not working any more because of a lack of diesel and sparepads,
in other words lack of money. The water from piggery was pumped or
moved by gravity to the taps of the nearest homesteads. The working
borehole well situated at Mwanza’s farm provided the farm and 10 other
households with water. (M. Mwanza interview 12.8.2009.) The broken
borehole well can be seen in Figure 13. Someone had tried to steal the
head assembly.
In Kwesha, money was collected for repairing when Mwanza’s farm hand
pump broke. Users were very suspicious about contribution. Users gave
money for repairing and they were asked to come and see what had been
bought by their money and what was done to the borehole well. The main
reason why people do not want to contribute to maintaining is their attitudes, Zambia’s socialistic background effect in their minds. (M. Mwanza,
interview 11.8.2009.) According to Mr Mwanza (interview 11.8.2009)
people should visit a community where the maintenance works and then
realize the importance of maintenance.
The water committee should be trained to maintain the borehole wells and
educate the community, especially children, how to use the well. Community did not feel the ownership of the borehole well because government
constructed it, so it was thought that the well was the government’s property. (Group discussion, Kwesha 11.8.2009)
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FIGURE 13 Broken borehole well in Kwesha community in Kaloko region

6.2.6

Luampesa
The community people got water from two borehole wells, a stream and
traditional wells for their daily use. The borehole wells were situated at
Kanakila farm and Luampesa Community School. The school’s borehole
well served 300 students and 50 households. Kanakila’s borehole well was
about 50 metres deep and the nearest pit latrine was about 30 metres away.
Rust problems appeared soon after installation, which made people get
water from traditional wells. According to K. Chisenga (interview
31.8.2009) the Kaloko’s Clinic trained people to maintain the wells but
people were not active enough, so the training failed. Something had to be
done to the community members’ attitudes. Those who complain do not
know the realistic side of issues. Once Kaloko Trust was powerful and
contributed communities, but times have changed. Mr Chisenga also said
that the repairing of hand pumps is as easy as repairing a bike and not expensive. The main problem is that there is not official management in village level. The headman of the village is powerful and it is important that
he is involved in the project in order to have better opportunities for a successful project. There was also a water committee which is independent of
ZASP project. (K. Chisenga, interview 31.8.2009.)
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6.2.7

Luansobe, Lumombwe and Mwaitwa
There was one working borehole in Mpongwe Junction in Luansobe. It
was about 22 metres deep. The water quality had been good. (O.
Matabishi interview 7.9.2009.)
Another Lumombwe’s borehole well was situated on the Tembo farm and
did not work (Figure 14). It worked for about a year after installation. It
was 70 metres deep and the piston pump was in 60 metres’ depth. The
borehole well served 15 households. While the borehole well was broken,
people got water from Lumombwe stream. The stream was dry from September or October until the first rains came. There was no pit latrine near
the well. The borehole well was situated at Tembo’s because there was a
health outpost. The headman of the village has involved in the sanitation
project. The water committee of Lumombwe has started to collect money
for maintaing. (L. Kartha, interview 31.8.2009.)

FIGURE 14 Borehole well at Tembo farm in Lumombwe community in Kaloko region

Kabende farm borehole well was a working one and it served 7 households (Figure 15). The nearest pit latrine was about 40 metres away. According to Mr. J. Mutengo (interview 31.8.2009) the borehole well had
been broken once and they had collected money for repairing from the
community. The head of the village had a main role getting money from
community. Mr Mutengo said that they would collect money only when
the borehole well breaks. Mr Mutengo said too that they should discuss
regular maintenance and contribution of borehole well with the leader.
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FIGURE 15 Borehole well at Kabende farm in Lumombwe community in Kaloko region

The borehole well worked in Mwaitwa community. Approximately 35
households benefited from the well. There had not been problems with the
pump; neither had it been maintained. Rust tasted in the water. There was
not pit latrine near the well. The borehole well was about 50 metres deep.
(G. Kumwenda, interview 13.8.2009.)
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7

DISCUSSION
The greatest threats for water projects are the lack of active community
members, insufficient training, corruption and unwillingness to pay water
fees. Successful maintenance and operation especially requires a participative community. It is important for the community members to see the
benefits of the improved water point. Borehole wells are more demanding
than traditional wells but bored wells can offer fresh water, which is bacteriological cleaner than water from an uncovered open well, stream or dam.
The financing of maintenance might cause some problems. There is not
only one solution to finance the maintenance. The community should decide the method, or combination of methods, it will use to build up funds
for maintenance. It is significant that people are happy to contribute because maintenance can only be carried out if financing is properly managed. The community must feel great ownership of their borehole well. It
might be better that the community collects money and participates in the
costs of the project, as in CDF mechanism. CDF is used successfully in
many water projects in Ethiopia, Kenya and Nepal. By using the financing
mechanism, the responsibility of the water project is given to the community. Then the community is involved in all stages of the project. It is also
better that the community has money for repairing than the community
collecting the money only after a breakdown actually happens. The
monthly collections of money for maintaining would be an adequate option to have a trust for regular maintaining and spare parts. The community should also have a local storage for spare parts, which are available
when needed. Otherwise, it takes a long time to collect the money, buy
spare parts and repair the pump, and people will revert to use traditional
wells. In order to achieve equal collection of money, people could pay the
fee in money or in kind, such as chicken or maize, because the poor people
may not have access to cash. The community should also have an opportunity to contribute to the project in kind, material and labour. It is depending on the character of the project how the community will participate
to the costs of project.
The training should happen before, during and after the project for the
community to be aware of the project. All beneficiaries of the improved
water point should be trained to use it. It is also important to train children
to use the pump. They often use it roughly and pump the handle with
short, quick strokes. This impairs the durability of the pump. The caretakers should be trained in effective workshops providing a basic background
and practises of hands-on hand pump repairing. The main caretaker should
educate other beneficiaries to do basic repairs, in case he or she falls ill. It
might also be appropriate to have an area mechanic to do more complicated repairs because often the caretakers are only trained to do small repairs. The treasurer should also be trained to do accounting and reporting.
In the project area, there were many boreholes with broken hand pumps.
The broken pumps should be dissembled and repaired, if possible. The re26
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pairing might cost only a few hundred thousand ZMK but boring a new
well costs from 28 to 168 million ZMK (2009) (4 000–24 000 Euros, 1
Euro ≈ 7000 ZMK). It is hard to say without dissembling what is wrong
with the borehole well equipped with a hand pump and what the repairing
costs are. A mechanic may need to be consulted about the fault of borehole well and a specialist company will be needed if the borehole needs
repairing. By replacing corrosive pipes, water quality can be affected. It
would be good to repair broken pumps as hands-on training. Thus, caretakers learn to repair major faults and broken pumps will be repaired.
Sources to repair the broken pumps would come from the fund being collected from the beneficiaries.
The community should realize the role of regular preventive maintenance.
Preventive maintenance is more cost-effective than the maintenance done
only when breakdown happens. The role of preventive maintenance must
be highlighted in training sessions. It is easier to do small regular maintenance than long-lasting repairs.
By linking the maintenance of improved water point to hygiene education,
people are able to see the connection between dirty water and diseases. It
might be appropriate to create hygiene instructions for the usage of the
water source for the water committee. The instructions should include
linkage between contaminant free water point, water quality and hygiene.
The role of rural health clinic is important in meeting the requirement of
water testing and hygienic education.
It is appropriate to have organized operation for the maintenance of the
borehole well. It is important that each borehole well has its own water
committee or agency because there might be more than one borehole well
in the community. On the village level, there is no official management. It
is adequate to have an organized operation in village level but they should
have background support, for example from the local rural health centre.
The rural health centre should motivate and guide the community organization because communities may not have the capacity to manage their
own services without external support. Depending on community, the
school, the health centre or a cooperative can also take care of the water
point. For instance, in Kaloko, the rural health centre and the school would
take care of the borehole wells because the wells are close to these services. The community can also found a water cooperative, through which
they own and operate the borehole well. The cooperative requires good
teamwork between all the beneficiaries of the borehole well.
To have a successful and sustainable project, women should be involved
in the project in the same way as men. Culture has a great gender-related
impact, but the situation of the water point impacts women’s daily life because they have the burden of managing domestic water supply. Women
and men should be treated equally in every situation. It is also important
that the head of village participates in sanitation and water projects. The
leader can encourage people to participate in contributing to maintenance
and to assume new things in their village better than the project worker.
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The technical details of borehole wells were based on oral information,
which is not considered trustworthy, so it would be good to create a register of well cards. The well card would include information, such as technical details of the borehole well, date of repairs and water quality tests.
Exact technical details will be checked out when repairing an old borehole
well or installing a new one. Each borehole well should have their own
well card that helps to follow the functionality of operation and maintenance. A suggested model of a well card can be seen in Appendix 2. Instructions for maintenance should be attached to the well card. Instructions
can be received from the manufacturer or installer or made based on the
Appendix 3. The well cards should be kept by communities and copies
would be kept in a public place, in this case the rural health centre. The rural health centre is the official clinic of the Masaiti district. In addition, the
Centre of Water Affairs in Masaiti district should have a copy of the well
register. In this way, the information would move better between different
levels of management. Close working relationships with other organisations help to find sustainable solutions for maintenance.
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8

RECOMMENDATIONS
The beneficiaries organize themselves, in this case, through water committees. They appoint who would be the chair, treasurer and the caretaker. In
this way it can be ensured that the individuals are responsible, whom the
community or beneficiaries can trust. They open a savings account at the
local bank for the monthly collected money. The water committee should
accept chickens or maize instead of cash because the poor may not have
access to cash.
It is depending on the character of the project, how the financing is done.
The most appropriate way is that the beneficiaries make an upfront contribution before the construction of the borehole wells begin. This is why the
beneficiaries open an account for the fund. In this way it can be ensured
that they are able to finance the maintenance and feel the ownership of the
borehole well. The beneficiaries can also participate in the cost of the project in kind, material and labour. For example, the CDF mechanism has
been found functional in many projects. By using CDF the responsibility
of the water project is given to the community and it is involved in all
stages of the project. A combination of different methods can also be used
in the future financing of maintenance depending on what the beneficiaries
have decided together.
The water committee is trained by the project. The training is done in effective workshops including a basic background and hands-on hand pump
repairs for the main caretakers. The repairing is funded from the account
of the water committee. All users are trained to use the pump correctly by
the water committee. The water committee supervises the caretaker. The
treasurer collects the water fees monthly, which the beneficiaries have decided together. The caretaker keeps the pump site clean, checks the pump
regularly and does small repairs. The users use the borehole well, keep site
clean and report the malfunctions. The area mechanic does major complicated repairs. The rural health centre takes care of checking water quality,
motivates and supports the local organization. The project should also
support the water committee to manage their own services. The water
committee should realize the role of regular preventive maintenance. This
should be highlighted in training sessions. Preventive maintenance is more
cost-effective than the maintenance done only when breakdown happens.
It is easier to do small regular maintenance than long-lasting repairs.
The register of the borehole well cards should be adequately kept.
Through the register the functionality of operation and maintenance can be
followed. The well card is kept up by the community and the copy of the
card is kept in the rural health centre of Kaloko. The rural health centre
continues hygiene educating so that people are able to see the connection
between dirty water and diseases. It is also appropriate to create hygiene
instructions for the usage of the water source for the water committee. Instructions would include linkage between contaminant free water point,
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water quality and hygiene. The role of rural health clinic is important in
meeting the requirement of water testing and hygienic education.

9

SUMMARY
Successful maintenance consists of the sum of many factors. During the
project, factors like community, culture, maintenance and finance must be
noticed. Finance might cause problems but this can be avoided, for example by using a finance mechanism where the community is involved in all
stages, from financing and planning to building and construction. In this
way they are able to feel ownership of the water point and the regular
maintenance will be successful.
The recommendations are general and made for ZASP project in Kaloko
region, Zambia. The key factors for the sustainable maintenance of borehole wells are: water committee, financing, efficient training, preventive
maintenance and external support. The aims were achieved on a theoretical level, but it would be beneficial to evaluate the applicability of the recommendations in the field. It is important to find new innovative ways to
implement long-lasting projects.
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APPENDIX 1
QUESTIONS USED IN THE INTERVIEWS
Date and place:
Name and status of interviewee:
BOREHOLE WELL
-

Basic information of the borehole (apron’s dimension, type of hand
pump, location, environment)
How deep is the borehole?
How old is the borehole well? How old is the hand pump?
How many households use the borehole daily?
How the situation of the borehole well has been selected?
Is there always water in the borehole?
Where is the closest pit latrine?

MAINTENANCE
-

How is the maintenance organized?
Who has taken care of the water point?
Have the water committee been formed? When?
How many members are in the water committee? (Names)
Has the maintenance changed over the years?
What should community do that the borehole well equipped with
hand pump will stay in good condition?
Do you have tools for maintenance?
Do you have any pictures of the borehole well or hand pump?
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APPENDIX 2/1
WELL CARD FOR BOREHOLE WELL EQUIPPED WITH A HAND PUMP
BASIC INFORMATION
Community:
Location of well:
Caretaker:
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Borehole
Depth:

Boring year:

Hand pump
Type of hand pump (model, make, country of origin):

Date of installation:
Depth to cylinder:
Riser pipe material:
Approximate yield (stroke/litre, litres/second):

Number of strokes to arrival of water:

MAINTENANCE
Date:

Faults:

Sparepads:

Costs:

Repairer:
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APPENDIX 2/2
WATER QUALITY
Environment (what issues affect the water quality)

Date:

Type of test:

Results:

Sampler:

To do:
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APPENDIX 3
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REGULAR MAINTENANCE
Activity and frequency
Daily
- clean pump and site
Weekly
- grease bearings
Monthly
- check the pumpstand parts
Occasionally
- replace the pumpstand
parts
- re-mill the threads in the
pump
- replace the foot valve,
plunger or cylinder

Materials and spare parts Tools and equipment

- replace the pump rod or
main
Annually
- replace cup seals

- repair the platform

(Bredero, etc. 2003, 57.)

broom, brush
grease or oil

lubricator
spanner

nuts and bolts, bearings,
pump handle
oil

spanners, screwdriver

foot valve, plunger or cylinder

spanners, wrench.
or cylinder;

pump rods or main tubing

spanners, wrench, pipe
threader

cup seals

spanners, wrench, knife,
screw
driver, etc.

gravel sand, cement

bucket, trowel

pipe threader, tackle

